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Why did she get married?



Rising divorce rate in China





SKII Leftover women
campaign: April 2016



Post-campaign evaluation

– Sales went up 50% for the 9-month period April to December 
2016

– Won the hearts of professional women and women in senior 
management ranks

– comments: SKII glorified career women who are financially 
independent. They have to power to resist social and family 
pressure about marriage. How about those women who are 
not that successful. Should they also have the right to choose 
their own path?



Research Q: How do brands 
relate to contemporary 

Chinese women?

Successful and unsuccessful cases



Research method

–Discourse analysis of three controversial 
advertisements that are related to 
female gender roles and expectations 
that received strong feedback from the 
audience



Selection of advertisements

– For the period 2017 and 2018, select 
commercials with female roles and 
expectations that received much public 
attention and debates 

– Search from online forums



1. IKEA boyfriend campaign 
October 2017



1. IKEA boyfriend campaign
October 2017

– IKEA removed a television advertisement aired in China, 
after a negative response from internet users who say 
the clip is 'sexist'

– the backlash on Weibo: the commercial perpetuates 
negative stereotypes about aging single women
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1. IKEA boyfriend campaign
October 2017

– Ikea posted an apology on Weibo, saying it was sorry for 
“giving the wrong perception”

– The company said it “encourages people to live many 
different lifestyles”, and that “gender equality is a 
fundamental part of the Ikea culture and values”



2. Audi campaign July 2017



2. Audi pre-owned car campaign
July 2017
– On Weibo, people criticized the commercial as sexist and 

”disgusting” 

– Weibo users couldn’t withhold their anger. Many said the bride 
was treated in a humiliating manner. More were angry about the 
analogy between women and used cars, which implied women are 
merely a product in a marriage and those who had plastic 
surgeries are fake or damaged goods 

– Some questioned if Audi applies double standards to the China 
market—such an ad is unimaginable in Europe



2. Audi’s response: withdrew the ad and 
apologize to those who complained

– On July 19, Audi apologized for the ad, yet not publicly 
on its website, but through one-on-one emails to 
whoever complained to Audi

– In the apology statement, Audi said that it “deeply 
regrets” the ad, adding that while “it does not 
correspond to the values of our company in any way”



Audi’s apology statement on 
Weibo
– Recently, an ad about Audi’s second-hand cars has sparked 

controversy online. In response to that, we accept all criticism and 
suggestions and have removed the ad immediately. We now would 
like to offer our sincere apology to the public. When creating the 
ad, we did not pay enough attention to some of the details, 
which resulted in a commercial containing an element that is 
disrespectful to female consumers. We sincerely apologize for it 
and are thankful for the supervision from the press and the public.



Who create the ad?

– Audi emphasized that the responsible department is its 
joint venture in China, as the ad was created by this 
division 

– Audi added that “the responsible department of the joint 
venture has arranged a thorough investigation of the 
internal control and coordination processes so that an 
incident like this can be excluded in the future”



Chinese consumers are 
sensitive to the female 

portrayals in the media/ads

The voice of the public is loud enough to 

make a difference



3. Olay campaign CNY 2018



3. Ideology of Olay TVC

– I need to be strong and move on with life

– I shall not let my parents worry for me

– My son supports me

– Beauty is an indicator of our wellbeing

– I need to be beautiful even when I am in pain



What’s next?

– Analyzing comments on Weibo 

– (sampling issue)

– Why and how do the advertisers create these ads?

– What does the audience reaction tell us about the 
contemporary women’s aspiration of marriage and love?

– How brands can learn from these stories?



Thank you!


